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Description:
"Uzbekistan energy sector" report description

Analytical report:

- Overviews in detail Uzbekistan energy sector, including oil/gas and uranium mining industry;
- Concentrates on electricity generation sector;
- Provides electricity generation sector privatization program;
- Discusses energy sector problems, perspectives and opportunities;
- Includes list of foreign companies operating at Uzbek electricity generation sector;
- Contains Uzbekistan investment program related to energy sector and list of useful contacts and energy sector tenders.

The questions this report answers:

This report allows the reader to get detailed and dynamic picture of the energy sector in Uzbekistan and the numerous investment opportunities it offers. It equips investor with the wealth of information on the current condition of Uzbek oil/gas and electricity generation sectors, their problems and perspective. Report pinpoints growth sectors, identifies factors driving industry changes and highlights the competitive environment and the market's major players. The latest statistical data will assist reader in making the right decisions.

To whom this report is designated - this report is indispensable for energy companies and investors considering investing into Uzbekistan.
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